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PREFACE 
The work described i n  t h i s  report vas performed by t h e  Control and Fhergy 
Conversion Division of t he  Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
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ABSTRA:T 
A scanning Laser Rangefinder (LRF) which operates i n  conjunction with a 
minicomputer as par t  of a robotic vehicle is described. 
suf f ic ien t  d e t a i l  for  repl icat ion,  modification and maintenance, includes 
both hardware and software. Also included is a discussion of our functional 
requirements r e l a t ive  t o  t h e  state-of-the-art; a de ta i l ing  of  t he  instrument 
and i t s  performance; a summary of the  robot system i n  which the  LRF functions; 
the software organization, interfaces  and description; and the  applications 
t o  which the  LRF has been put. 
The descr ipt ion,  i n  
v i i i  
I. INTRODUCTION 
This document as a whole i s  intended t o  provide t h e  information necessary f o r  
t he  repl icat ion,  modification, maintenance, and use of the  Laser Rangefinder 
(LRF) system. 
and technical  context i n  which the  present laser has beeb developed. Section I1 
describes t h e  ex is t ing  laser instrument. The Robot system i n  which it functions 
and some of  t h e  per t inent  in te r faces  are b r i e f ly  described i n  sect ion 111. 
Section I V  focuses on the  software organization, and examples of LRF applica- 
t i ons  and performance are qiven i n  sect ion V. 
possible  improvements t o  t h e  Yangefinder are descri5ed i n  sect ion V I .  
d e t a i l s  o f  t he  instrument design and of  the  software organization are contained 
i n  t h e  Appendices. 
The introductory sect ion d i r ec t s  its a t t c n t i m  t o  the  h i s t o r i c a l  
Final ly ,  the  l imi ta t ions  and 
Fur the r  
Development of t he  instrument described i n  t h i s  report  was begun i n  1972 as a 
pa r t  of a continuing Robot Research Program at t h e  Jet  Propulsion Laboratory 
(Ref. 2).  The Program i s  concerned with techniques f o r  moving a vehicle about 
at a remote location and accomplishing useful tasks autonomusly, without 
de t a i l ed  human interact ion.  The t a sks  of  i n t e re s t  include locat ion and manipu- 
l a t i o n  of  rock samples on t h e  surface of a planet.  
The motivation for development of  t h e  LRF was t o  provide a means f o r  geometri- 
ca l ,  three-dimensional locat ion of  objects  or surfaces i n  t h e  neighborhood of 
t h e  robot vehicle fo r  use as input information t o  the  autonomous control 
system. 
te lev is ion  cameras and a minicomputer. The re la t ionship  of the  LRF t o  t h e  
robot system as a whole i d  discussed fur ther  i n  a later sect ion.  
The LRF instrument w a s  a par t  of a "vision" system t h a t  included two  
The most important poblem i n i t i a l l y  addressed w a s  th8.t of locat ing a rock-like 
object fo r  grasping by a manipulator, 
ning t o  receive a t ten t ion ,  is t h a t  of  obstacle detection o r  terrain mappine f c r  
use daring vehicle motion. 
ments for LRF instrument. 
A second problem, which is  j u s t  begin- 
The3e applications shaped the performance require- 
1-1 
The robot vehicle system required the  LRF t o  be interfaced d i r ec t ly  with a 
computer, t 3  accept instruct ions from the  computer, and read output data  in to  
it for subsequent processing. 
The instrument beam must be directed at  specified points or scanned over a 
specif ied area under computer control.  The manlpuletor hand i s  roughly the  
size of a human hand, so a capabi l i ty  t o  determine the  posi t ion of a t a rge t  
within a few centimeters w a s  desired. This accuracy is needed ovei a region 
extending roughly from 1 meter t o  3 meters range. I n  trddition, ranging w i t h  
good repea tab i l i ty  t o  30 t o  50 meters but without t h e  centimeter accuracy 
requirement w a s  needed fo r  re?icle  mo+,ion inputs. 
operation i n  fu l l  sunlight w a s  a l so  required. 
t h a t  t h e  overall. function of t he  robot Would not be slowed while waiting f o r  
da ta  was a lso  important, but  no hard requirement for exceeding a c r i t i c a l  data 
rate was envisioned. 
A capabi l i ty  for  outdoor 
Reasonably fast operation such 
Final ly ,  s ince  t h e  ultimate application w a s  t o  a planetary rover, a technique 
which could ult imately result i n  a reasonably s m a l l  and rugged package w a s  
needed. 
Many rangefinding instruments have been developed, both with b e t t e r  accuracy 
and with longer maxinum range c&pabi l i ty  than w e  needed. 
these i s  given i n  Appendix A f o r  reference. 
could be  found tha t  would do the  e n t i r e  job. 
A l i s t  of some of 
However, no ex is t ing  instrument 
Early laser-distance measuring devices employed a continuously emitting (CW) 
laser together with a modulator (Ref, 3 ) ,  o r  even a mercury a r c  lamp and 
modulator (Ref. 4). The modula%ion was typ ica l ly  a t  10-50 L k z ,  and phase- 
determining electronics  extracted the  desired distance data. 
Alternatively,  a pulsed l i g h t  source W a s  used (Refs. 5 ,  6 ) ,  and t h e  range was 
determined from a measurement of  the  round-trip re turn time of  the l i c h t  pulse. 
The CW Form of  op t ica l  rangefinder has been developed i n  recent years in to  
sophistica.i.ed and compp.ct instruments used For surveying (?eF. 7 ) ,  with 
accuracies i n  the few rn range, and a l so  f o r  ground-surface profilini: fro?? 
1-2 
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aircraf t  (Ref. 8). 
l i g h t  source grea t ly  simplified the  device and brought about an a l l - so l id  
state in8tmunent (Ref. 7). However, the  in tens i ty  of an LED source is Low and 
does not permit measurement d i rec t ly  off of' a rough surface at tens  of meters. 
The surveying instruments are designed t o  operate w i t h  a ret-:oreflector t a rge t ,  
which increases t h e  in tens i ty  of the re f lec ted  re turn  by may orders of  
Introduction of a light-emitting diode (LED) as t h e  
magnitude. 
The pulsed type of ranger vas also developed, mostly by t h e  mil i tary,  i n to  
compact, high in tens i ty  instruments capable of ranging t o  many km distance 
(Refs. 9,  10, 11). However, the  duration of the l i g h t  pulse has typically 
l imited accuracy t o  the  order of  1 meter. 
developed by NASA (Refs. 12, 13) fo r  ranging from the  lunar  o rb i t e r  t o  the  
moon's surface. 
Similar instruments were a l s o  
In f'urther developments, s o l i d  state GaAs l a se r s  were used i n  pulsed time- 
of-fl ight rangefinders at distances of roughly 75 m by Kelley and Reynolds 
at NASA's Johnson Space Center (Ref. 14). 
withiii about 3Ocm, which approached our gaal. Subsequently, t he  work of 
Shumate at JPL, reported i n  a study r e l a t ing  to  op t i ca l  ground s t a t i o n  loca- 
t i o n  using a satell i te t a rge t  (Ref. 151, showed t h a t  a robot LRF using a 
s o l i d  state pulsed laser was possible. 
roughly 2 cm. 
They observed repea tab i l i ty  t o  
H e  ol-tained a measurement precis ion of 
Other robot projects  have also developed ranging instruments, one a short- 
range CW LED device (Ref. 16) and another based on a CW YeNe Laser (7ef. 17). 
Herzog (Ref. 18) has described a iophis t icated system f o r  accurate laser 
ranging which combines features of  both pulse and CW systems. 
It was fe l t  fo r  our application tha t  a sol id-s ta te  laser ra ther  than an LED 
source was desirable i n  order t o  ensure a f'uture capabi l i ty  of operating at 
distances exceeding 30m. 
thermal reasons. 
pulses w a 8  incorporated i n  the  instrummt i n  order t o  reduce the  inevi table  
noise in the  data t o  a reasonable level .  
With such a l a se r ,  pulsed operation is  necessary fer 
Averaging of the  time-of-flight measurement over many l i g h t  
Averaging of the  pulse t r a v e l  time 
1- 3 
i s  analogous t o  the heavy output f i l t e r i n g  typ ica l  on CW phase-type 
instruments. 
output l i g h t  power the grea te r  t h e  poten t ia l  measurement accuracy. 
form of l igh t  pulse would therefore  be a delta function spike. 
l i g h t  source ha8 a r e l a t ive ly  slow rise t h e ,  so we an t i c ipa t e  t h a t  a signi- 
f ican t  improvement i n  overa l l  accuracy could result from shortening the  
l ight pulse. 
The shor te r  t h e  rise time of  the l i g h t  pulse  f o r  a given 
Tho bect 
Our present 
These, then, were the  technical  constraints  and requirements for the instru-  
ment described i n  t h e  following section. 
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11. IXTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE 
This sect ion describes the  Laser Rangefinder (LRF) hardware and discusses the 
main factors  affect ing t h e  instrument Is performance. 
A. I n s t - w e n t  Description 
Physically, the  LRF consis ts  of two packages: 
t he  Light source, photo-detector, and means for forming and pointing the  beam, 
and ( 2 )  an electronics  package containing the  c o n t . J  and measurement c i r cu i t s .  
A photograph of t he  complete instrument i s  shown i n  Fig. 2-1 i n  a laboratory 
set t ing.  
(1) an opt ica l  head containing 
An overal l  bLock diagram of the  LRF i s  presented i n  Fig. 2-2. 
is a gallium aluminum arsenide sol id-s ta te  Ls2r. 
Fig. 2-2, drivzs the  laser pulser at a 10 kHz rate and alsc  provides timing fo r  
re la ted  functions, 
gallium arsenide photo surface with spec t r a l  s ens i t i v i ty  t o  match the  laser 
emission (Ref, 19). 
than a GaAs type emitt ing at 0.90pm beceusG 2% photomultiplier cathode 
efficiency drops off  wry raFid?-y at wavelengths epproaching 0 . 9 ~ .  
The laser l i g h t  
A clock, not shown i n  
The detector is a type C31034 photomultiplier 3avir.z a 
A G a A l A s  laser operating near C.84um w a s  eelected rather  
The constant-amplitude current puJse used t o  drive the  laser i s  sampled a t  
the  pulser by an inductive loop e t , '  i s  used as t h e  timing reference fo r  
measurement of the  l i g h t  pulse tilde-rf-flight. Th photonultiplier output 
pulse, generated sy the  re f lec ted  l i g h t ,  i s  of var iable  amplitude, depending 
on the nature of the  surface of in te res t  and t h e  range t o  be measured, As a 
result, 
duced t o  xinimize the  e f fec t  of re f lec ted  l i g h t  pulse amplitude on the  range 
mecs urdment . 
module cal led a constant f ract ion discriminator (Fig,  2-2) i s  intro- 
Thc time : .Lerval measurement i t se l f  i s  made by a time-to-pulsaheight 
converter (Ref. 20), a module which produces a r e l a t ive ly  long ( 2  microsecond) 
output pulse fo r  each etar t -s top pulse pa i r  accepted. "he amplitude o f  t h i s  
output pulse i s  accurately proportional t o  the s ta r t - s top  time in te rva l ,  and 
i s  subsequently sampled, averaged over many pulses ,  and converted t o  a d i g i t a l  
2- 1 
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Figure 2-2. Block Diagram of the Laser Rangefinder 
fora for transmission to the couputer which interfaces in real time with the 
LRF iratrment. Both critical elements in the time interval measurement 
process , the constant-fraction discriminator and the time-to-pulse-height 
converter, are commercial nuclear physics instrumentation. 
xnputer, a General Automation SFT 16-85, also supplies pointing commands 
which are used to drive the beam scanner. 
driven by stepper motors in elevation and azimuth. 
both transmitted and received light beams, but there are ceparate, non- 
overlapping transmitter and receiver apertures. 
"he scanner is a gimballed mirror 
The single mirror reflects 
B. Instrument Operation 
Although the time-to-pulse-height conversion is sufficiently linear for our 
purposes without further improvement, slow electronics drifts would limit the 
accuracy of the LRF. 
permit object location to roughly one centimeter, a self-calibration procedure 
In order to eliminate the effects of these drifts and 
2-3 
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has been incorporated. 
instrument i n  a canparison mode i n  w h i c h  an unknown posi t ion is determined 
r e l a t ive  to  a known target. 
slow delay-time drift  i n  any component. 
This procedure is equivalent t o  operating the  
As a result, U P  range data is not affected by 
Mote that the  t i m e  i n t e rva l  between start and s top pulse includes contribu- 
t ions f'rom component delays and in t e rna l  cable t r a n s i t  times. These delws 
add up to 50 t o  lo0 ns total ,  compared to t h e  l ight ti-of-flight of 
approximately 20 cs at a 3 m range. 
so t ha t  t h e  start-stop pulse in t e rva l  is close to the actual light pulse 
travel time. There is no zero distance reference inherent i n  the instrument. 
Measurements could be made down to zero range ( t a rge t  in plane of LRF mirror) 
with appropriate cable triming, but actually t h e  instrument VBS set up with 
a minimum range of approxinmtely 1 m. 
The start pulse cable length is adjusted 
Errors due to r e f l e c t i v i t y  var ia t ions  remain. 
the effectiveness o f  t he  constant fractim discriminator,  bu t  the system 
presently runs open loop with respct  to reflectivity. 
cal ibrat ion procedure could be expanded to  involve reflectivity,  but only at 
the  cost  of increased complexity. 
C a r e  must bo taken t o  optimize 
I n  pr inciple ,  t h e  self- 
The self-calibration procedure has been implemented by placing two tes t  
targets as known posit ions on the rover vehicle  and performing a range 
measurement from each at se lec ted  times during LRF operation. 
data is then used t o  calculate a scale f ac to r  and bias f o r  converting laser 
cutput voltage in to  absolute range. 
closest  and fur thes t  ranges t o  be expected during a manipulation, 1 rn and 
2.5 m. 
"he ca l ibra t ion  
The two tes t  targets are placed near t h e  
Although two test ta rge ts  are used, one ca l ibra t ion  target placed at an 
average manipulation distance would suffice, s ince d r i f t  i n  sca le  fac tor  i s  
s m a l l .  
A second operational requirement, ca l led  "reset," is concerned w i t h  matching 
t h e  actual mirror s tep  posit ion w i t h  i t s  corresponding d i g i t a l  representation. 
2-4 
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Mirror positioning is an iacremental process, and no step-by-step feedback is 
present to  measure mirror position; t h e  posit ion control system is implemented 
en t i r e ly  i n  the electronics.  The reset operation m u a t  be done at turn-on 
ti=. Normally, no subsequent reset is required u n t i l  the system is  shut 
down, t h e  mirror being moved one s t e p  at a time w h i l e  the mirror posit ion 
'register is simultaneously incremented. 
The reset command indexcs the  mirrcr to  a predetermined posit ion,  determined 
by l i n e a r  potentiometers on t h e  mirror azimuth and elevation ages, while 
simultanecusly loading the mirror posit ion register with t h e  correct s t ep  
number. After t h e  reset is executed, t h e  same potentiometers are used t o  
monitor mirror posit ion during operation, and i f  a discrepmcy between actual 
mirror posit ion and the posit ion register occurs, an error ("skip-step") i s  
signalled. The reset operation must be repeated after such an error. 
C. Rangefinder Performance 
As indicated above, t he  LRF measurement is a relative one i n  which t a rge t  
posit ion is campared t o  the  known posit ion of a cal ibrat ion target .  
scheme is analogous t o  chopper s t a b i l i z a t i o n  of  a dc amplifier. It is  not 
necessary t o  a l t e rna te  the cal ibrat ion target and t h e  unknown; t he  drifts are 
slow enough t h a t  a recal ibrat ion every f ive minutes is su f f i c i en t .  thout 
using a comparison technique, temperature-dependent range b i a s  drift on t h e  
order of 30 t o  50 cm cou ldbe  expected. The d r i f t  i s  concentrated during a 
warmup period of 10-15 minutes. 
Such a 
The dominant e r ro r  source for  the range measurement is caused by the unknown 
r e f l e c t i v i t y  of the target, which r e s u l t s  i n  a varying amplitude of the  
reflected l i g h t  pulse. 
variations. 
Angle of incidence also contributes t o  the in t ens i ty  
Measurement t o  an unknown target  within 2 an o r  b e t t e r  i s  possible w i t h  care. 
Unexpectedly small re f lec ted  l i g h t  i n t ens i ty  (as from a very black t a r g e t )  w i l l  
cause l a rge r  errors.  
important, and must be maintained, although it has been found t o  be s t ab le  over 
periods of many days. 
Adjustment of  the  constant-fraction discriminator i s  
Perturbation of the shape of the photomultiplier pulse 
2- 5 
by cross-talk o r  ringing m u s t  be avoided i n  order  t o  maintain stable discrimin- 
ator performance. 
The er"ors caused by r e f l e c t i v i t y  var ia t ion,  called 'balk," are not f'undamental 
i n  ?IN rre but are repeatable. 
pulse rise t i m e ,  and can also be reduced if a better type of intensi ty-  
inde,xndent discriminator could be developed. 
e a i - t ,  but t o  date they have not been investigated.  Walk e r r o r  could a?so be 
reduced by monitoring the  in t ens i ty  of the  re turn l i g h t  pulse and using it t o  
comgu e a range correction. 
They can be reduced by shortening the  l ight  
Candidates for t e s t i n g  ( R e f .  21) 
A -tis ial  representation of r e l e c t i v i t y  e r rors ,  caused i n  part; by an imperfectly 
adJusted constant f rac t ion  discriminator,  is provided i n  Figs. 2-3 and 2-4. 
L n t t e r  figure is a range p i c t i e  (LRF output expressed as i n t e n s i t j  da ta  on a 
video sonito-) of t he  tes t  pa t te rn  shown i n  t h e  former figure. 
instrument would y ie ld  a uniformly gray rangepic, whereas i n  fact t h e  tes t  
patterxi's var ia t ions are reproduced all  too faithf'ully by t h e  LRF. 
t h s  instrument i s  useful i n  a wide var ie ty  of applications (Section V) .  
The 
A "perfect" 
Even so, 
Th- second type of ranging er ror ,  caused by electronic  noise, i s  presently 
mu:h smdler  than %he r e f l e c t i v i t y  w a l k  e r ror ,  but can become s igni f icant  i f  a 
high Cats rate ,approaching, fo r  instance, 100 points per second at a 2m range) 
is  required. 
Experinental d - t a  summarizing t h e  accuracy of the present instrument a re  
giverl .n A2pendix B. 
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111. ASSOCIATED ROBOT SYSTEM 
The performance evaluation c r i t e r i a ,  LRF software organization, and applica- 
t ions  t o  which the  LFU? i s  put are a l l  dependent upon the  context i n  which t h e  
instrument functions. 
section is embedded i n  a robot system. In  t h i s  section, t he  robot system i s  
des-ribed, with emphasis placed on those aspects in te rac t ing  i n  some ww with 
the  LRF'. 
is  then given, followed by a summary of system-induced e r ro r s  impacting LRF 
performance. 
The scanning laser instrument described i n  the  previous 
A brief description of coordinate frames relevant t o  LRF operation 
A. Robot Description 
The robot (Figs. 3-1 and 3-2) has been designed as an integrated set of 
environmental sensors and effectors .  The system is a breadboard, intended t o  
provide a t o o l  f o r  t e s t i n g  various approaches t o  problem-solving and autonomous 
o9eration. 
vehicle able  t o  make independent decisions, gather tile information required t o  
make those decisions, and a c t  on those decisions, a l l  i n  a manner consonant 
w i t h  broad mission goals. The major components a re  locomotion, manipulation, 
and perception (vision ) systems. 
The long-range conceptual goal is an autonomous Martian Foving 
The locomotion system consis ts  of a large (1.5 m x 3 m) f l a t  vehicle w i t h  
four independently-driven wheel drive and s teer ing  motors, two odometers and 
a gyrocompass, and the  associated software. Except f o r  t h e  computers ( a  remote 
timeshared Decsystem 10 and a dedicated resident  General Automation SPC 16-85), 
all robot hardware is mounted on the  vehicle. 
umbilical. 
i s  used by the  path planning software i n  the  generation of obstacle maps before 
the vehicle moves, and during notion i n  providing a safety function. 
Power and data are provided by 
LRF data The vehicle is capable of ( te thered)  outdoor operation. 
The manipulator system consis ts  of a s i x  degree-of-freedom modified Stanford 
Elec t r ic  A r m ,  designed f o r  computer control ,  and the  associated softvare.  
manipulator (Ref. 22) i s  mounted on the vehicle bed, 45 cm above the  ground 
surface. It  has binary t a c t i l e  sensors mounted on the pa ra l l e l  jaw f ingers ,  
a wrist-mounted force/torque sensor, and two proximity sensors (one on each 
f inger) .  The arm-mounted proximity sensors (Hef. 23) a re  capable of providing, 
The 
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within a domain l imited by where t h e  a r m  can move, information of t h e  same 
s o r t  provided by the  LRF. Thus a poten t ia l  redundancy between the  LRF and 
proximity s e n s o - .  exists. LRF data on object  and obstacle location can be 
d i r ec t ly  used by the  manipultLcor software. 
The perception system proper includes t h e  LRF, two TV cameras, and associated 
software, and excludes sensors t h a t  provide only ind i rec t  information about 
the  environment (e.g., motor current monitoring which can y i e l d  slope informa- 
t ion ,  arm e r ro r  torques which can y ie ld  weight, and prbximity sensors). 
cameras and LRF are mounted on a common pan-t i l t  head, approximately 1 .2  m 
above :he surface of the  vehicle. The basio task  of the  perception system is 
the  detecting, recognizing, and loca t ing  of objects  of i n t e re s t  and obs5acles 
to  vehicle and manipulator motion. 
provide much redundant information. 
of t h e  redundancy are current ly  being inves t i s ,  Led. 
The 
The dual TV cameras and th? LRF combine t o  
Various ways of optimizing t h e  usefulness 
B. Coordinate Frames 
There are  th ree  coordinate frames relevant t o  l a s e r  operation (Fig. 3-3). 
One, t he  ARM system, is centered a t  the  base of the  manipulator, on the  vehicle 
surface. The uni t  vectors of  t h e  ARM system point ,  respectively,  across the  
vehicle f ront  ( X  ), i n  t he  d i rec t ion  of  forward vehicle motion (?*), and up 
from the  vehicle surface (zA) .  
+ 
A 
A second coordinate frame is the  ro ta ted  pan-t i l t  ( R P T )  system. 
axes ( X R ,  YR,  zR) are aligned with the pan-t i l t  head's presect ( ro ta ted)  posi- 
t ion  and point,  respectively.  along the l i n e  of s igh t ,  tilt ax is ,  and pan axis. 
This frame i s  centered a t  the  l a s e r ,  a t  the  point  where the  beam would inter-  
s ec t  the  LRF mirror when the  instrument is a t  the  "reset  position." 
posit ion is the  LRF azimuth/elevation s e t t i n g  t h a t  d i r ec t s  the beam along the 
l i n e  of s ight  rf the  pan-t i l t  head, the  so-called "straigli t  ahead" posit ion.  
Its three 
+ +  
The rese t  
If a vector i n  ARM coordinates i s  represented by 
and n vector i n  R P T  coordinates by 
3- 4 
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T 
'R = (XRS 'RS ZR, 1) 9 
then the  two systems are re la ted  by 
where ;bR = t20.32, 0, -11.68, 0IT, a constant displacement vector of the  LRF 
from the pan-t i l t  center ,  'in centimeters, and 
130.81 0 c0 
1-93 
Lo 0 0 1 - 
The subscripts i n  t he  elements of T; refer t o  t h e  pan ( 4 )  and tilt ( 0 )  angles 
of the  pan-t i l t  head, t he  "S" and "C" t o  sines and cosines of these  angles. 
The inverse matrix $ is given by 
- 
-81.28s c + 7 . 6 2 ~  c + 130.81s 
0 $ 0  $ 8  8 
-81 .28~  - 7.62s 
4 
-c c -S 
$ 0  
@ 0 0 
-c s 
S 
-81.286 S + 7 . 6 2 ~  S - 130.81C 
4 0  4 0  0 $ 0  
0 0 Lo 1 - 
The t h i r d  coordinate frame is the  laser s t ep  (LST) system, centered at t h e  
reset posit ion's beam-mirror in te rsec t ion  point. 
spherical  system, i t s  f i r s t  two "axes" being integer  stepper-motor s t ep  num- 
bers  re la ted  t o  azimuth ( a )  and elevation (E), respect ively,  and i t s  t h i r d  
axis being a range number ( r )  equivalent t o  the  time of f l i g h t  t o  ta rge t .  
a vector i n  t he  LST system is represented by 
I t  is l i nea r ly  related t o  a 
If 
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then the  azimu . angle a', elevation angle €'  (bot.. i n  degrees), and actue 
range r .  ( i n  ced ime te r s )  are given by 
where 
T$ = 
- 
-0.3095 0 
0 0.3307 
0 0 
0 3 
0 225.95t 
0 -244.041 
a b 
$ 0  1 
The entries "a" and "b" are the  results of the  laser cal ibrat ion process 
referred t o  i n  t h e  preceding section and described i n  the  next one. 
The LST and R P T  system are related by the  followir!g: 
3R = 
, I  
*R 
yR 
zR 
1 . .  
- - 
r' C O S E ~  cosa' 
-1"' COSE' sina' 
-r' sinc ' 
- 1 J 
Inversely, t o  transform from RPT to LST, 
3-7 
VL' - 
-3.2310 0 0 7 30 
0 3.0241 0 7% 
0 0 l/a -b/r 
0 0 0 1 
The domain of laser operation, i n  LST coordinates, is a 8 [31, 10231, 
E E [loo, 8571, and r 6 [0, 10231. 
s t ra ight  ahead along the  pan-ti l t  assembly l i n e  of s igh t ,  %. 
A t  a = 730, E L 738, t h e  beam points  
C. System-Related Effects  Irmacting LRF Performance 
There are three  major cornpone-ts t o  any evaluation of the  LRF as it performs 
i n  the  t o t a l  robot system. 
ranging accuracy, and externa? environment-relative factors .  
These are vehicle-relative pointing accuracy. 
It has been found tha t  thz laser beam can be pointed with both precision an3 
very high degree of repea tab i l i ty  r e l a t ive  t o  the vehicle. 
par t  t o  the  f ac t  t h a t  the beam cannot "rest" anywhere i n  i t s  two-dimensional 
(azimuth, elevation) space, but only at the l a t t i c e  points d ic ta ted  by t h e  
incremental nature of the  stepper motc 8 .  
laser is  mounted i s  likewise an incremental precisely repeatable &,clbsystem. 
Thus it is  tha t  the beam can b e  repeatad.-y directed i n  t h e  same physical 
direct ion whenever the four pointing variables ($, 8 ,  a b  c )  are repeated by 
command. T h i s ,  of course, is one of the features enabling the recal ibrat ion 
T h i s  is due i n  
The pan-ti l t  head on vi ich t h e  
Amther source of beam pin- errcar is vehicle sag. The plat- QI which 
the p t i l t  ( i n c l u  end Isser), a d  -CS ~ l p e  
Ise\mted is FI somewhat flexible fl-ame. ¶!the platform sags ali&#tt.ly, to varybg 
degrees erad in trarylng directions at d i f f e ren t  locations, thus affecting beam 
PQip=w. 
R a n g i n g  huccuracies have been described in an earlier section. Suff ice  it to 
6ay here tikt the net effect of errors in ranging is (UL i n a c c m  i n  posi t ion 
mierertes along the line c: sig)lt. 
These error sources all affect the  determination of posi t ion of an obdect in 
t he  environment. 
+&e transformations given above must be known. 
displacements between t h e  arm curd -tilt end also along -&e pen-tilt to the  
leser, as w e l l  88 errors i n  rauging and pointing (due largely t o  vehicle s a d  
all effect t h e  accuracy t o  which en object i n  the external e n v i r o m n t  can be 
sensed. 
For precise posi t ion detednatioq, all of the parameters of 
Slight errors i n  esthting 
As the applications presented in Sect ior  V show, however, even with all these  
sources of error, s igni f icant  use of the  instrumert can be and has been made. 
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Operational use of the functions described below is detailed in Appendix C, and 
the summxrieg given here fm? keyed t o  that eppsndix. 
The control functions include an azimuth slew (move instrmxtnt to  specified 
azimuth, take and return a range reading), an elevation slew, an azimuth scan 
(erove instrument Froen present position t o  new azimuth, taking readings at each 
point along the my, and, if requested, use DHA input), an elevation scar,, an 
azimuth reset, and an elevation reset. 
to  its zero position (a = 730 for azimuth resi t ,  e = 738 for elevation reset) ,  
but i n  addition clear the &vice after “slcipstepm errors so that accurate 
beam pojnting readings (a, c)  can be assured. Other control functions permit 
the electnnics to be reeet (cleared and init ialized) and various tes ts  (scan 
busy, power on, data ready) to be performed. 
The resets not only move the instrument 
Several fhc t ions  are mad@ easily available to the user. The simplest of 
these is the beam reset flmction, which resets both azimuth and elevation. 
A second functioa slews the laser to  the  specified laser step (a, E )  and takes 
n range readings. The average range number is returned. If fi > 1, then the 
variance of the readings is also returned. 
4-1 
rib@ third set 
(e, 0). Each 
and saved for 
of fuactionr reads t h e  -tilt head o r  moves it t o  a ssectieied 
time the --tilt head is moved, t h e  matrix ? is recalculated 
Arture use. 
A 
'he psn-tilt l i n e  of sight vector, expressed in 
ARM coopdinates, is Irturned to the user BP calling pr0gx-m whenever the pan- 
tilt is mal or mowed. 
'fkre fourth function provided is the (re)calibration procedure. 
pan-tilt head is moved to a prespecified location, end 50 range readings are 
taken at each of two calibration points. 
m a ,  the single stationary point i n  the middle of tine top of the support post, 
99.82 CBL f rom the mirror. 
electronics rack (Fig. 3-11, 245.87 cxa from t h e  mirror. 
5Q x'ange readings at each calibration point asce compared with the known 
distances t o  these points t o  yield the canstants of the assumed l inear rela+ 
tionship between range rc and range reading F. 
restored t o  its precalibration position and the laser is reset, ready for use. 
Here, the 
One CaliDration point is atop the 
The second calibration point is at the back of the 
The averages of t h e  
Then the  pan-tilt t t s s d l y  is 
An init ializing command to the LFtF s0ftwat-e sets an automatic recalibration 
time interval. Thermal d r i f t  necessitates periodic recalibration. The auto- 
matic (i.e., time-dependent) recalibrating can be suppressed i n  order that 
recalibration only be done when specifically requested. 
The fifth flawtion performed by the LRF' soptware is coordinate transfcrntation. 
A vector in any of the frames UT, RPT, or  AFlM can be re-expressed in  any other 
of these three frames. 
The s ix th  function is the scanning of a line. 
expressed i n  any of the  three coordinate frames ARM, RPT, or UT, and t h e  
repointing of t he  pan-tilt assembly t o  the center of the l i n e  can be requested 
3s an option as well. 
:-turned for each scanned point. 
of l a t t i ce  points (Recall that (a, E )  are restricted t o  the  integers, as 
stepper motors are used to drive the laser) which most closely follows the 
des ired line. 
The l ine endpoints can be 
The LST (a, E )  a d  associated ARM (X, Y, Z) are 
The scamin& procedure generates a sequence 
4-2 
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The final function made available as an integral part of  t h e  sofiware package 
is t h e  "stop" function, which terminates the  program after c l o s i q  the mirror 
completely. 
apparatus is not i n  iactual use. 
The mirror is closed t o  avoid dust and scratches when the 
The software performing these fuactions,  88 all t h e  laser software, is coded 
in Fortran and assembly language on t h e  General Automation SPC 16-85. The 
basic sortware package described above ruus in less than 6K of core. "his 
software is made available as a subroutine (LRF) t o  other  users, and also has 
been combined w i t h  two supplemental functions and a teletype dr iver  f o r  
stand-alone use. 
The supplemental functions are a rectangle  scan and a vehicle obstacle scan. 
The rectangle scan works like t h e  l i n e  scan, accepting four corners expressed 
i n  any o f t h e  three coordinate frames. 
rectangle are scanned and the  highest (maximum 2 i n  arm coordinates) point  is 
saved. 
about t h a t  point is (re-)scanned t o  determine the rock's or ientat ion.  
rock's posit ion and or ientat ion are then output t o  a file. 
scan can eas i ly  be combined with the manipulator software t o  y i e ld  an end-to- 
end demonstration of integrated laser-menipulator operation. 
Up to 20 parallel l i n e s  spanning the 
It is assumed that the highest point is part of a rock, and the area 
"he 
This rectangle 
The second supplemental function provided with the teletype driver is  an 
obstacle scan a t  3 meters i n  f ron t  of the  vehicle. Here the beam is swept 
side t o  side i n  an e f f o r t  to loca te  severe adjacent-point range differences.  
If one is located, a s ingle  b i t  is returned t o  the vehicle dr ive software. 
A l l  c a l l s  t o  t h e  laser software result in an e r ro r / s t a tus  flag being returned 
t o  the  c a l l e r  ( o r  te le type) .  fils f l a g  repor t s  biolations of laser azimuth 
o r  elevation limits, laser dr ive s t epsk ipp ing  (which would result ii1 t h e  beam 
posit ion (a, E )  being unknown), range nauabers (r) out of the  domain of possi- 
b i l i t y  (either because the  power supply is off o r  because no signd is 
returned),  pan-t i l t  e r rors ,  and warnings t h a t  conversions to LST coordinates 
are out of the  acceptable domain of operation. 
A user 's  guide f i l e  t o  t h e  LRF software and program flowcharts a r e  provided 
i n  Appendices C and D. 
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V. APPLICATIONS 
The LRF software has only relatively recent ly  been made operat ional  and avail-. 
able t o  t h e  Robot Research Progrm as a package. 
ment and software have already been applied to  several  tasks, w i t h  more 
current ly  being investigated. 
described. 
Nevertheless, the LRF instru-  
I n  t h i s  section, these appl icat ions are 
A. Rockf indiq  
'&e rectangle scan described i n  Section I V  as the flrst supplenactal function 
has bccu cambined w i t h  t h e  manipulator software t o  r i e l d  automatic scanning, 
recogni;ion, posit ion and or ientat ion determination, and retrieval o f  t he  
talles', rock i n  a 30 cm x 71 c m  scanned region. 
points i s  displayed as in tens i ty  data on a video monitor (Figs. 5-1, 5-2). Higher 
points appear darker on the displayed image. 
ARM coordinates, t h e  2 coordinate cf which is converted t o  an in teger  correspond- 
ing t o  an in tens i ty  datum on t h e  monitor. 
The elevation of the  scanned 
The range data is  converted t o  
Errors i n  the  end t o  end sequence include all laser and pan-t i l t  pointing 
e r rors ,  laser ranging er rors ,  surface ref lectance m d  gray l eve l  contributions,  
vehicle s a g  and other transformation e r rors ,  and arm posi t ioning and calibra- 
t ion  errors .  I n  esse:.tially a l l  cases, the  laser instrument and algorithm 
precision are suf f ic ien t  fo r  t h e  rock t o  be recognized and located by a laser 
beam aimed at it, but only i n  about half  the  cases t o  date are the  posi t ion 
and or ientat ion data, transformations, and a r m  pqsit ioning and ca l ibra t ion  
accurate enough t o  result i n  the  ta rge t  rock being successfully re t r ieved and 
deposited i n  a sample box. 
sensors as grasping aids (Ref. 24) i s  expected t o  result i n  a much higher 
success rate. 
Continuing work on the  use of arm-mounted proximity 
B. Vehicle Obstacle Scan 
The side-to-side laser scan described i n  Section I V  as t h e  second supplemental 
function is  t o  be used as an in-motion ear ly  warning obstacle detector  f o r  
vehicle motion. The beam is swept along a l i n e  3 meters i n  f ront  of t h e  
vehicle a t  ground leve l ,  rawly from the  outside of one wheel t o  t h e  outside 
of t h e  other,  back and forth.  No coordinate transforming of the  raw data is 
F i g w e  5-1. in?-Generated Elevation Picture  of Rock 
Figure 5-2. LHF-GcnernCc.1 Elevation P i c t  LUIC o!' hree  i b c k s  
311d it i>lock 
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performed, but ra ther ,  sharp differences i n  the  r a w  range da ta  themselves are 
look d for.  
no obstacle i s  present and when an 8 cm high box is present,  
fo r  an obstacle current ly  being used i s  a range number difference of 10 o r  
greater  between successive points.  
difference of approximately 7.84 cm. 
is returned t o  the  vehicle drive program, which can then s top the  vehicle,  
gather more data about the  obstacle and surrounding environment, and plan a 
new path. 
Figure 5-3 graphically i l l u s t r a t e s  the returned range data  when 
The c r i t e r ion  
T h i s  corresponds t o  an actual  range 
If t h i s  c r i t e r ion  is  met, a flag 
The present vehicle is heavy r e l a t ive  t o  the  avai lable  power t o  drive it, so 
tha t  even an 8 cm object is an obstacle. 
d i r ec t ly  t o  differences i n  elevation, and it is conceivable t h a t  an obstacle 
with smooth edges and no real corners could remain undetected. 
scan algorithm and obstacle  c r i t e r ion  thus represent a compromise between 
s implici ty  (and speed) of operation, on t h e  one hand, and effectiveness on 
the  other. 
R a n g e  differences do not correspond 
The described 
110 
- WITH OBSTACLE PRESENT 
-.U-*.*-*.* WITH NO OBSTACLE PRESENT 
m- 
? 
AZIMUTH STEP a 
Figure 5-3. Vehicle Obstacle Scan LRF Data 
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( i r e r $  obstacle-free) regions are ehown i n  gre~r ,  unsafe ones (those vhose 
elevation is 15.2b cm or more from t h e  floor, as defined by t he  vehicle  wheel- 
base) i n  white, and unknown regions i n  t h e  shadov of obstacles  i n  black. 
r i g h t  obstacle n?ap in Fig. 5-4 shows a processed version of t h e  le* map in 
which 8dJacent obstacles have been merged. 
t h e  area between vehicle and target is made, and then the t e r r a i n  can be 
searched far a safe path. 
The 
A series of terrain mcips covering 
D. Range Pictures  
The LRF is  quite sensitive t o  changes i n  range. 
sens i t i v i ty  and a b i l i t y  t o  yield data of sufficient quality for scene analysis 
work is presented i n  Figs. 5-5 an6 5-6. These figures are "rangepics." Range 
data (integers from 0 to 1023) have been converted t o  in tens i ty  data ( 0  to 255)  
and dispiayed on a video monitor. 
t o  3 m i n  f ront  of t h e  vehicle. 
l a t t i c e  of 64 x 64 LRF' azimuths and elevations.  
for angular dis tor t ion  has been made. 
A demonstration of its 
The pictured features are approximately 2 
The laser data wcm taken over a complete 
As displayed, no correction 
The box-like structures i n  t h e  images 
Figure 5-5. Iiange Pic tures  
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V I .  SUMMARY 
A scanning laser rangefinder fo r  a robotic vehicle  ha8 been described. 
ranging accuracy approaches 2 Om with Optimum adJu8tment of  t h e  constant- 
f rac t ion  discriminator. 
r e f l e c t i v i t y  and angle of  incidence Of the target surface. 
of the instrument itself is w e l l  within 0.1 deg, a s m e l l  e r r o r  compared t o  
the range e r ror .  
mounting the  LRF on a pan-t i l t  assermbly, pu t t ing  t h e  e n t i r e  apparatus on a 
vehicle,  and then r e l a t ing  the  result8 t o  the environment a l so  tend t o  degrade 
the  performance o f  the LRF. 
I ts  
The dominant e r r o r  source i s  the  e f f ec t  of unknown 
Pointing accuracy 
However, t h e  cumulative effects  o r  e r ro r s  induced by 
We fee l  t h a t  t he  instrument could be s igni f icant ly  improved with further 
development e f for t .  F i r s t ,  current semiconductor techncques appear capable of 
reducing the  risetime of t he  l i g h t  pulse s ign i f icant ly ,  and s ince the  accuracy 
at present i s  d i rec t ly  dependent on risetime, t h i s  would be  a prac t i ca l  benefit 
bef. 34). Improvement may result even though the peak F\ibse power may decrease, 
i f  pulse r epe t i t i on  rate and risetime can both be improved. 
A second approach, independent of t he  l i g h t  pulse shape, involves improvement 
of the  timing decision through mor+ ef fec t ive  fast pulse electronics.  
improvement could be obtained by performing a measurement of t h e  reflected 
pulse height and using the  information t o  correct  measured rcnge. 
ventional in tens i ty  image as seen under illumination by the  l a s e r  source could 
be obtained as a by-product, 
Such 
A con- 
Alternatively,  b e t t e r  schemes fo r  timing independently of in tens i ty  could be 
sought, e i the r  i n  terms of improved constant-h-action discrimination, o r  by 
ueans of multiple data points from each pulse (Ref. Z S ) ,  the  ultimate being a 
real-time cross correlation. 
The LRF i s  not at  present driven by any requirement fo: a high data  r a t e ,  and 
indeed, i t s  data r a t e  is very low. 
encounter a l imi ta t ion  due t o  basic noise i n  the  detected s i g n a l  at about 
100 data points per second, w i t h  t he  present l a s e r  power. 
Effor ts  t o  increase the  data r a t e  w i l l  
Higher data r a t e  
w i l l  involve a tradeof" in  which uncertainty of a s ingle  point increases 
proportionately t o  t h e  s g u a r e ~ o o t  of data rate. 
Even as t h e  system stand6 today, numerow p rac t i ca l  applications h8ve already 
been made and more continue t o  be investigated. "he results of these invest- 
igations w i l l  be reported as t h e  continuing integrat ion of the  LRF and i t s  
software with vehicle and vis ion systems progresses. 
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF LASER RANGEFINDER SPECIFICATIONS 
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APPETlDIX B 
5RF DESIGN M D  PERFORWCE 
B-1. Optical H e a d  
The rangefinder op t i ca l  head, i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Fig. 2-1¶ consis ts  of three 
modules. The upper mo6uI.e is  LI modified Surveyor TV camera mirror uni t ,  
o r ig ina l ly  a pa r t  of a TV system designed for a Surveyor spacecraft;  the  
middle module consis ts  of t h e  --mer, laser pulser and t h e  necessary opt ics  fo r  
collimating, t ransmit t ing and col lect ing t h e  laser radiation; the  lower 
module houses t h e  photomultiplier detector.  
head is 20 cm. w i d e ,  15 cm. deep, end 60 cm. high. 
The overa l l  s i z e  of the  op t i ca l  
"he Surveyor ~ i m b a l l e d  mirror uni t  w a s  modified t o  meet t h e  requirenents of 
t h e  LRF. 
required t h a t  t h e  o r ig ina l  s tepper  motors be replaced. 
magnet stepping motors with in t eg ra l  gear heads were selected (Ref. 26). 
colaplete uni t  w a s  smaller than t h e  motor it replaced. 
rate is presently 50 steps per  second, but t he  rate could be increased t o  
perhaw 300 steps per second with appropria+,e redesign. 
are 350' i n  azimuth 81=4 50" above and below the  horizontal  i n  elevation. The 
lower scan l i m i t  i n  e levat ion is a result of t he  lower pa r t  of t he  instrument 
physicelly blocking t h e  view. 
To obtain the  desired 5 mil l i radian stepping increment for t he  LRF 
Size 11 permanent 
The 
The mirror stepping 
The limits of scan 
The or ig ina l  azimuth bearing w a s  replaced by a free b a l l  type bearing w i t h  
machined-in-place races. The modified bearing; has a c l ea r  inside diameter 
of th ree  inches t o  accommodate the  opt ics ,  y e t  did not require  extensive 
rebuilding of the  housing. 
Figure B-l shows a more detai led cross sect ion of t h e  second module containing 
the  optics.  
i so l a t ed  from the  outer  case. 
as a heat s ink  f o r  t he  laser, and a portion of t he  can is made removable t o  
permit access for  repa i rs  o r  aaustments.  
in jec t ion  laser diode with 8 l ight-emitt ing area of 0.02 x O.l5m, and a 
peak power output of 3 watts, emitted in to  8 hal f  angle of approximately ;5".  
The laser pulser  i s  enclosed i n  a can which is e l ec t r i ca l ly  
It is mounted t o  a heavy bracket which serves 
The laser is an RCA No. C30012 
B- 1 
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The one i n  current use has a wavelength of 844 nanometers, and its spectral 
width AA between 50% intensity poin ts  is 3.5 nanometers. Subst i tut ion of 
RCA 190. C30013, a similar bu t  higher power laser, could be made t o  obtain 
a higher  power l eve l  at the target, but a proportionately larger spot would 
be produced. 
length,  producing a l i n e  image whose angular length is  2 milliradians.  A f t e r  
collimation, t h e  l igh t  passes through two right angle prisms which direct it 
through t h e  azimuth bearing t o  t h e  mirror. 
are mounted to  a fixture which permits adjustment i n  each of 3 mutually 
perpendicular directions.  
on the target and place it laterally where it w i l l  be seen by t h e  collecting 
telescope. 
The collimating lens  is 25 nun i n  diameter and -1, m i n  focal 
The collimating lens and prisms 
This is necessaxy in order t o  focus t h e  laser image 
Light returning PrOIll the scene is passed through 8n o p t i c a l  f i l t e r  having 40% 
transmission at 844 nanometers and a bandwidth (EWEM) of 14 nanometers t o  
reject ambient light (Ref. 27). 
as t h e  laser wavelength can vary between samples. 
at t h e  focal point of t h e  collecting telescope Purther reduces t h e  ambient 
light Level. 
0.5 x 0.28mm, or ien ted  t o  l i n e  up with t h e  return image. 
avoid sca t t e red  l ight froIll t h e  laser enter ing t h e  photomultiplier. 
Laser and filter must be individual ly  matched, 
A Field-of-\niew aperture 
This aperture  is removable, and the one i n  use has an opening 
C a r e  must be taken t o  
The lower module of t h e  rangefinder is shown in m h e r  detail i n  Fig. B-2. 
The photomultiplier is an RCA No. C31034, a 5 cm dia. ,  head on, 11 stage 
photomultiplier having a gallium arsenide photocathode w i t h  a projected area 
normal t o  t h e  returning beam of 4 x l h .  
extends from 200 t o  930 nanometers w i t h  t h e  peak at 830 nanometers. ryominal 
anode s e n s i t i v i t y  at the  peak is 4.1 x 1@ amps per w a t t  w i t h  a D.C. supply 
voltage of 1500 V. "he tube is or iented t o  e l ign  t h e  long dimension of t h e  
photocathode with both t h e  l a s e r  image and t h e  r e l a t i v e  motion of t h e  image 
due t o  parallax.  
is e l e c t r i c a l l y  t i e d  t o  the  cathode. The remaining space is f i l l e d  by a carbon 
loaded spongy material (Ref. 28) t o  help reduce electromagnetic r inging and 
noise. The distance from ape r twe  t o  photocathode is 3.1) cm. A f i e l d  l e n s  
immediately following t h e  f i e l d  s top of t h e  telescope i s  h e l p f u l  + >  avoid 
movement of the l i gh t  spot on t h e  cathode as range var ies .  
The spec t r a l  response of the  C31034 
4 
Surrounding the  photomultiplier -1s a magnetic sh i e ld  which 
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The photomultiplier anode drives a 50 ohm terminated coax l i n e  d i r ec t ly ,  with 
mat care being taken t o  minimize lead  length outside of  the  transmission l i ne .  
The c i r c u i t  snown i n  t h e  i n s e t  of  Fig. B-2 suppliea voltages f o r  t h e  dynodes. 
The following quant i t ies  r e l a t ed  t o  t h e  LRF opt ics  were determined: 
1. Peak output pmer ,  P of laser image 0.22 watts 
Pk' 
2. Transmission of lens  0.8 
3. Transmission of f i l ter  (measured) 0.36 
4. Solid angle subtended by telescope 
objective from t a rge t  
s teradian 
5. P t o  photomultiplier 6.3 x w a t t s  
Pk 
6. Sens i t iv i ty  of  photomultiplier 
(measured) at 844 nanometers 3 5.1 x 10 amps/watt 
1.6 v 
Pk 7. Calculated peak output voltage, V 
8. Measured photomultiplier peak output voltage 0.16 v 
!L%e difference between the  calculated end observed outputs is fe i t  t o  be  due 
t o  the  photomultiplier responsivity being lower than nominal. 
B-2. Laser Pulser 
A l i g h t  pulse with the  minimum possible rise t i m e  and maximum in tens i ty  is 
needed, and the  resu l t ing  requirements f o r  both fast rise time and high 
current from the  pulser are conflicting. Conventional t r a n s i s t o r  pulse 
c i r c u i t s  were found inadequate. Avalanche t r ans i s to r s  i n  transmission l i n e  
configuration can y i e ld  a fast rise time, but low current.  
s i l i con  SCR (Thyristor) c i r c u i t  t o  dum5 energy from a group of  capacitors which 
were arranged i n  a coaxial configuration fo r  low inductance (Ref. 1). 
We se lec ted  a 
B-5 
Since our pulser  was designed, other  approaches have been described t k a t  may 
be of i n t e r e s t  (Ref. 29) because they may b e  able t o  produce a faeter rise 
time. 
A study of commercially available plllsers and pulse  c i r c u i t s  indicates  t he  
pulse rise time and peak current are limited by t h e  avalanche cha rac t e r i s t i c  
of t he  switching element, i n  t h i s  case t h e  thyr i s tor .  Also, when pushing 
toward shor t  pulses, the turn-on and recovery t i m e  o f  t h e  ic-terse current 
protection diode become important factors .  
A simple capacitor discharge through a ga te  driven t h y r i s t o r  c i r c u i t  was chosen. 
A combination of eeveral pa ra l l e l  t hy r i s to r s  w a s  used i n  order t o  obtain high 
peak current together wit!i good rise time. 
Capacitor lead  length w i l l  a f fect  t h e  t o t a l  c i r c u i t  inductance, so i n  order 
t o  minimize this inductance, a c i r c u i t  configuration i n  the  form of  a cyl inder  
was adopted, with the  capacitor current passing down t h e  axis of t he  cylinder,  
s p l i t t i n g  radially and returning d i s t r ibu ted  among many leads arranged i n  the  
form of  a concentric cylind%r, as shown i n  Figure B-3. 
discharge currents are col lected through a header, down the  axis  of t he  
cylinder through the  seniconductor swiL2hing devices, and directed t o  the  laser 
d!.ode supported i n  a coflmon ground header at the  opposite end of the  cylinder.  
The separate  capacitor 
CORNING glass d ie l ec t r i c  type capacitors were used. This type w a s  se lec ted  
not only because of i t s  convenient s i z e  and shape, but became in t e rna l ly  it 
appears t o  have many physically shor t ,  in ter leaved p l a t e s ,  providing a short  
path f o r  draining the  charge. 
Assuming t h a t  synchronous t r iggering can be obtained, t he  peak current 
obtainable is l imited only by the  number o f  switching devices which a re  placed 
i n  para l le l .  It i s  apparent from t h e  l i t e r a t u r e  provided by the manufacturers 
of switching thyr i s tors  t h a t  r ise  t i m e  increases i n  proportion t o  peak current, 
switched, and t h a t  r ise  times of less than 10 nanoseconds push the state af 
the  art. 
13-6 
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It appeared tha t  t h e  desired rise time might be obtained by sing a para l le l  
d i n a t i o n  of three  thyristors (Ref. 30) which are ra ted  at 20 nanoseconds 
rise time f o r  switching 30 amperes peak, but operating them at a lower peak 
current 
Circuit8 o f t h i s  type of ten  use a small series r e s i s t o r  f o r  manitoring pulse 
current and t o  s u p p u  damping t o  control ringing. !his r e s i s t o r  w a s  omitted 
i n  order t o  obtain t h e  fastest possible rise time. 
diode8 were ins t a l l ed  across t he  laser i n  order t o  provide daaping and t o  
limit t h e  q l i t u d e  of any reverse voltage which might ippear across the  laser. 
It w t u  found t h a t  twelve diode: i n  pa ra l l e l  across t h e  laser reduced ringing 
amplitude t o  a to le rab le  value. 
HP 5082-1006 Schottky uni t s ,  but IN4007 fast turnon, high current diodes were 
also found to  be suitable. 
Instead, reverse direction 
The diodes used i n  the  final version are 
me c i r cu i t  of t h e  pulser is shown i n  Figure B-4. 
of four para l l e l  820 pf capacitors,  cons t i tu te  t h e  0.01 mfd charge storage 
capacitor. 
supply. 
current. 
going square wave having a 10 nanosecond o r  less rise time. 
Three banks, each consisting 
The three  banks are r e s i s t i ve ly  charged i n  parallel from the  power 
Three thyr i s tors  having t h e i r  gates tied i n  parallel switch the  pulse 
Triggering is by a pulse generator which provides a 2 vol t  posi t ive 
It w a s  decided t o  
IOK 
fWV M A X .  DC 
CI 
TRIGGER 
n 2v 
PULSE WIDTH 207,ec 
DI IN5805 
U 2  - HP5082-1006 '12) 
Cl 0.01 m M  TOTAL 
MADE UP Of 3 GROUPS 
OF 4-820 pfd CAPACITORS 
Figure B-4. Pulser Circui t  
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Figure E-6. Sketch o f  Laser Pulser 
The common t r i g g e r  connection f o r  t h e  thy r i s to r s  is  brought t o  t h e  gates 
through t h e  header at the  opposite end o f  t h e  s t ruc ture  by means of a sh ie ld  
tube snd concentric Teflon insulator .  The gate leads of the  :hyristors are 
clipped t o  correct length and held attached t o  t h e  t r i gge r  electrode by set 
screws 
The results obtained i n  t e s t ing  exceeded expectations by achieving pulses af  
approximately 30 nanoseconds duration (width at  10% of peak amplitude) w i t h  
peak currents approaching 100 amperes, a t  A repe t i t ion  frequency of  10 kHz. 
The form of the  l i g h t  pulse i s  shown i n  Fig. B-5 as ineasured by the  LRF photo- 
multiplier.  'de conclude from our t e s t i n g  t h a t  the observed rise time of 10 ns 
is s t i l l  primarily c i r c u i t  l fmited and is not due t o  e i t h e r  SCR o r  1 .  3r 
character is t ics .  
t h e  photomultiplier ('a3 ns ) ,  the ultimate instrument accuracy i s  dependent on 
t h e  laser pulser  rise time, and could be improved if the  rise t i m e  could be 
shortened. 
Ghce  10 ns is  long compared t o  t h e  (imFu1se) r ise  time of 
Note t h a t  our estimated peak current, i s  considerably greater  then the  maximum 
pulse current s?ecif icat ion of the  Laser, 25A. 
resul ted i n  laser damage because of t h e  shor t  puise du ra t i c l ,  
current and power diss ipatea by tho l a s e r  are well within the mtc.nuEscturer's 
ratings.  Tentatively,  :e conclude t h a t  even lwger  current pi!.ses would be  
The la rge  current has nct 
Both t h e  average 
B-10 
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to le ra ted  by the  laser if they M i n  sufficiently short. Since timing is 
done with respect t o  the  r i s i n g  slope of t he  l i g h t  pulse only, t h e  f a l l  time 
and  an^^ associated t a i l  are only detPisleetal, contributing t o  device heating. 
B-3 Constant Fraction Discriminator 
most critical elerSent in tb% LRF atesrsurement seguence is t he  constant 
a t i o n  dis~-*-.imtor. 
atom has bee0 G-mn in the literature (Ref. 311, end our unit  was ccmeercially 
obtained (Ref. 32). 
f"ther detail here. 
expects t o  obtain minimum degc-ldence of neasured range on reflected l ight  
intensity.  
The theory and desia of constant f rac t ion  discrimin- 
AccordinglJI, we w i l l  not discuss t h e  discriaulnator i n  any 
It SuPfiCeS t o  say that its adjustment is crit ical  i f  one 
The observed light rise t h e  of lops is equivalent t o  a range increment of 
1.!k Therefore, for one centimeter accuracy, we must meesure the  a r r i v a l  
t i m e  of t he  re f lec ted  pulse within about l% of t he  rise time, o r  put a dif- 
ferent  way, w e  must depend on knowing t h e  shape of t he  leading edge of the  
return pulse t o  within I.% i n  order to make a suf f ic ien t ly  accurate timing 
decision. 
m8nip;ilation at ranges of the order of 2ms so refl-ected l i g h t  i n t ens i ty  is 
l a rge  end t he  amplitude of the  return pulse can be the  maximum to lerab le  t o  
the  p h o t a t i p l i e r ,  about 1 vol t  peak i n t o  5m. 
paras i t i c  e f f ec t s  -ressed on the photomultiplier output signal by source 
other  than the  retun l i g h t  must be kept t o  3mv or less, a demanding 
requirement . 
Fortunately, our requirement for accuracy is essociated w i t h  
Even so, ringing and other  
B-4. Faperimental Perfofmance Data 
The magnitude of t he  r e f l e c t i v i t y  error ,  termed "walk" i n  t h e  conskant- 
f'raction discriminator, is plot ted i n  Fig. B-7 for optimur a d j y .  t m e n t  of gain 
and delay time of t h e  discriminator. In  Fig. B-7, Test 1 was performed w i t h  8n 
electrical .  at tenuator at the input t o  t h e  di8criminator9 but t e s t s  2 and 3 were 
made by ranging t o  a se r i e s  of graduated grey-scale cards wi th  varying reflect- 
i v i ty ,  but f ixed range, 160 cm for t e s t  2 and 307 = for  t e s t  3. 
The var ia t ion of two orders of magnitude i n  reflected in tens i ty  sho-m i n  
Fig. B-7 i s  the desired amplitude range, one tha t  might be encountered i n  
0.01 0.02 0.W 0.10 0.20 0.40 1 .o 
PEAK PHOTOMULTIptfER OJTPUT, v d h  
Figure l3-7. Change i n  Measured Range as a Function o f  
Reflected Light In t ens i ty  
pract ice  from random objects. The black t o  white range f o r  paint is somewhat 
less, perhaps 30 t o  1, and t h e  range of ref lect i r i ty  o f t h e  most canrmon rocks 
is considerably lesss perhaps 5 t o  1 (Ref. 33). 
variat ion obtained from t h e  data of Fig. E7 is approximately 2 cm f r o m  18 mv 
t o  1 v, i n  fairly good agreement with, but larger than, t h e  mawfacturer's 
walk spec i f ica t ion  of 0.11 ns (1.5 cm) over an input range from 10 m t o  1 P. 
We were not able t o  extend t h e  usem range down t o  10 mv, t h e  lover  l i m i t  of 
constant f ract ion discriminator s e n s i t i v i t y ,  without an undesirably i a rge  
ernr. 
t h e  discriminator. 
The intensity-dependent range 
The upper l i m i t  of pulse height was set by t h e  phctomultiplier, not 
I n  addition t o  the  "walk" error ,  a rarage determination is subject t o  u n c e r  
t a i n t y  due t o  e lectronic  noise. The? SigRificant noise so!u-ces are photon 
noise from t h e  photodetector, a variable depending on in t ens i ty  of both laser 
pulse and background l i g h t ,  and electronic  noise i n  t he  c r i t i c a l  timing 
h -12 
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c i r cu i t s .  &e equivalent input mise of t h e  time t o  puhe height convert&r, 
as quoted by the manufwturer, is 0.15 (10 ~ € 3  A.ora Ref . 32). Figure FJ-8 
shows measured equivalent range noise input Of t h e  LRF ar 8 function of t h e  
time constant of a low-pass RC filter on t h e  malog output signal. Figure b g  
shows a histogrean f o r  310 r a w  (not averaged) range data points as mad t o  
computer memory after digi t iz ing.  The nus Spread Of the 3 0  points,  col lected 
i n  less than 1 sec, predicts  a repea tab i l i ty  of their average of 0.15 cm la, 
i n  reasonable agreement with figure &8. 
An iragortant conclusion from these data is that t h e  noise fluctuations '~8sy, 
aa expected, with the  square root of t he  raveraging til&?. 
averaging tine (I, 0.01 sec), noise fluctuation8 can be made negl igible  
compared t o  t h e  re f lec t iwi ty  "walls" error. 
be collected faster, o r  i f  one is in te res ted  i n  l a rge r  ranges (>3m), noise 
may become t he  s ign i f icant  l imi ta t ion  on accuracy of a single  datum. 
With suf f ic ien t  
> 
00 t he  other  hand, if data must 
The third type of emr, l i n e a r i t y ,  in principle  is expected t o  be small 
because 04 LRF e s sen t i a l ly  measures of small difference between t;uo l a rge  
10 t 
E 
E 
w- e 
B 
I 
0.1 I I I I 
10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101 
AVERAGING TIME CONSTANT. SeC 
Figure B-8. Range Noise vs Averaging Time Constant 
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8.1 
figure B-9. Mst f ibu t ion  of LFtF Output Data Mumber (M) Prom Fixed 
Target ( m t i p o i n t  Averaging Removed) 
delay times and t h e  time-to pulse height converter has good l i nea r i ty .  
ever, secondary e f f e c t s  such as inverse square i n t ens i ty  var ia t ion  o r  p a r a s i t i c  
rhging at t h e  constant f r ac t ion  discriminator input can cause non-linearity. 
A measurement of overa l l  non-linearity (Fig. E 1 0 )  indicates  a l i n e a r i t y  ermr 
of 21.5 cm over t h e  range fYom 100 t o  260 cm, confirming that non-linearity 
sheulcl not be a l imi t ing  factor.  
How- 
The above tests were made inside,  under normal room l i g h t  conditions. 
l imi t a t ion  is expected Prom background l i g h t  i n  d i r e c t  sunlight,  but fairly 
extensive experience with mi l i ta ry  forms of single pulse s o l i d  state laser 
range finding instruments has been reported. 
p r i a t e  op t i ca l  f i l t e r i n g ,  performance w i l l  not be grea t ly  affected. 
Ref. 14) .  
and no advantage from lower detector noise would be enjoyed by a photo- 
mul t ip l ie r  when compared t o  an avalanche photodiode. 
Further 
It indicates t h a t  wi th  apprc- 
(See 
I n  sunlight , background l i g h t  w i l l  be t h e  l imi t ing  noise source, 
B-5. Anmlar Pointing Error 
An experiment was performed t o  determine the  angular pointing accuracy o f  t h e  
gimballed mirror and stepper motor combination. Such an e r ro r  r e su l t s  from 
non-concentricity of gears and pinions, eccentr ic i ty  of  bearings, and fric- 
t i o n a l  drag. 
B- 14 
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Figure B-IO. Measured LRF Linearity Error 
!&e rangefinder was mated t o  an accurate dividing-head, and the gimballed 
mirror of the laser rangefinder WBS ro ta ted  through a predetermined angle 
w i t h  its stepper motor. 
w a s  rotated back u n t i l  the mirror was returned t o  its o r ig ina l  position. 
w a s  repeated u n t i l  the e n t i r e  angular range had been traversed. 
theodolite w a s  set up t o  look at its own image i n  t h e  gimballed mirror, using 
a f i n e  thread s t re tcbed  across its obJective as a target. Once set up, the 
theodolite w a s  not moved u n t i l  thi experiment was completed. 
Then, using the dividing head, t he  rangefinder body 
This 
A Wild 
For t h e  azimuth test, the  mirror was ro ta ted  t h r o w  its total .  range i n  19 s t eps  
of  approximately 18.5' per s t ep ,  going first f r o m  lef t  t o  r ight .  
l i m i t  was reached, the  sarae points were measured i n  8 reverse direction. 
a t ion  accuracy was t e s t e d  i n  t h e  same way by mounting the rangefinder on its 
s ide ,  using f i f t een  stepping increments of  approximately 2.b0 eiich. 
When the 
Elev- 
B-15 
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pi- bll showe t h e  results of t h e  azimuth test, where mirror posi t ion 8 is 
given by 8 = kn + where k and c are coaatants and n is t h e  stepper m t o r  s t e p  
a measure of hysteresis, Clert -Cright = 0.815 mill iradians.  me em:- 
'obe4calc 
shape of a sleeve b d n g  which was installed on the azimuth axis at t h e  time 
of this test. There are two posit ions of t he  mirror, 180' apart, where t h e  
e r r o r  goes through a ?audmum. A mn-concentric gear would exhibi t  a period 
0-0 360°. lhe difference between Cri*t and Glen was, at first, thought t o  
have been caused by a 1- of spring tension i n  the anti-backlash gear, but  
this proved t o  not be the  case. 
drag on t he  normal indexing posi t ion of the stepping Protor .  
rider. Eerekraeasured = 5.1O11, kcdculeted = 5.1024 (frosl WaP r a t i o s )  a d  
has a periodic pa t te rn  that can be explained by a s l i g h t l y  oval 
It, therefore,  must be due t o  the e f f ec t  of 
Figure S I 2  is a p lo t  of elevat ion error. H e r e  kmasured = 2.8868, 
kcalculated 
able  t o  a bearing defect exists here. 
= 2.8858 and AC = 0.15 m i l l i r a d i c r a r s .  lb perioafc pa t te rn  trace- 
%e azimuth data were obtained w i t h  a sleeve bearing configuration which has 
s ince been replaced by a ball bearing wi th  much lower Priction. 
hysteresis observed should no longer be present. 
azimuth posi t ion is 9 . 5  mad, and the elevation error is  about 0.4 lared, 
including hysteresis. 
the  target. We can conclude that  pointing e r ro r s  are negl igible  in comparison 
with the  range error .  
Therefore the  
The indicated ermr i n  
Both these er rors  correspond t o  the  order of 1-3 m a  at 
Figure B-11. Azimuth Pointing Error vs Mirror Position 
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Elevation Pointing Error vs Error Position 
-1 .o 
Figure B4.2. 
3 
The laser source is imaged on the target by a lens, so t h e  line-shaped laser 
spot has a Fini te  s i ze ,  7 nun long et 2 meters. 
focused for a distance o ther  than the act& target distance, t h e  illuminated 
spot will appear as a larger blur c i r c l e .  The lateral size o f t h e  laser spot 
would become a limit on the angular reso lu t ion  of t h e  LRF, though not a f fec t ing  
angular pointing accuracy. 
f the collimating l ens  is 
In  addition, a parallas e f f e c t  exists because t h e  laser and detector lens 
axes are not col l inear .  
lateral o f f s e t  of t h e  laser image, s ince t h e  beam is not emitted f r o m  t h e  
center of t h e  gimballed mirror. Both Befocusing and t h e  l a t e r a l  parallax 
error are of comparable magnitude, roughly 1 cm per  meter displscement from 
a 3m focal  distance. 
The pera l lax  creates a predictable range irependent 
B-17 
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L R f  DOC 
RlVtSED USeR'S GUIDE TO L R f  SOfTUAREa MS.LRfDOC 
A F O l t R A M  AND ASSEN6LY LAM6UCIGE PRO6RAN TO RUM THE LASER CIND 
P f i W T I L T  UEAD THAT 18 lOTALLY CONTf4INED I N  THE SPC-16 HAS BEEN 
DEVELOPED AM8 TESTED. tHE PROCRAH C O N S I S I S  O f  THE 10 S08R00TINES 
DSWhzUL) STORED I N  SOURCE CODE ON DSKA:NS F I  ES RLASOO, . aRLAS06  AND 
@LA a l a  RESPECTIVECY. 
T d T C E R  Y t T H  A 1ECETYPE-ORIENTED DRIVER NS. RLASER AND 1 Y O  A D I T I O N f 4 C  
SUI1O@TIWES (SCMREC AND SCANV,ON NS.RLASO9-10)0 1HE SUBROUlINES LOAD 
111 1811 ON DC.RLASER Y I l H O U T  fHE TELETYPE DRIVER AND f H E  f Y O  E X I R A  
SUBROUTIMESa THE LAS€R PROCRAHS LOaD I N  1SBE A SCANNER FOR THE I N -  
N O T t W  V E H I C L E  (SCINY. ON N S . R L A S 1 8 )  CAN BE USED SEPARATELY AND 
aE@UIlES 0806 <=2822) UORDS. I PDP-IO B R I b € R  COULD BE DEVELOPED 
S~OULO THE WEED ARISE THE SUBROUTINES CAN,OF COURSE, BE LOADED 
U t T l  (INY OTHER N l I N  PROCRAM, THEREBY PUTINC tHE LASER A T  THE SERVICE 
LRFI LlFD. LRESETa RNDI SLPNT, POINT, LCAL, CONVRT, SCANLa AND U N P N l  (ON LB 
THE SUBROUTINES ARE CbNSIDEREB A S  a 1 O l A L  U N I T .  
o f  THE c n u I N c  SVSTPN. 
THE 80FTY~RE ACCEPTS 10 M A I N  COMMCINDF, GIVEN A S  THE INTEGERS 
AND 8hTA)  I R E  DOWE V I R  A 16-UORD REAL ARRAY CBUF). THE PROGRAM 
18 CALLED 8 Y  REPEATED EXECUTION OF THE STATEHENT 
O TO 9 AND SUNNARIZED I N  TABLE 1. I ' iPUT AND OUTPUT <ARGUIIENTS 
CALL LRF<INTEGER COHMAND, 16-UORD REAL ARRAY) 
THE CONTENTS OF THE ARRLY ARE S P E C I F I E D  BE 
C O I N A I D S  I T  THE NONIlOR LEVEL ARE REQUIRED 
FRON TELETYPE. YOU NAY U I N T  T O  ASSIGN SnLP 
THL MANED CONHON BLOCK LRFDTAr Y I T H  2 R E R L  
(THE 209 X S INTEGER LIRRAV 1RLWCE) MUST BE 
LOU. NO 
(THOUGH 
FOR SCAN 
S hND le@ 
BECLARED 
ED THE F I  
LUE i  THE 
I FOR no 
I N 1  T I A  
I F  RUN 
L I N E  0 
0 I N T E  
I N  T H  
RST T I  
ONE US 
RE DE1 
L I Z I N C  
H I  N6 
UTPUT ) .  
GERS NAtn o~-CiLLING PROcRiin: ---.  LRF--iiuSi -6E-CLl~ 
U t T H  A NEGATIVE COIIMfiND, A GOOD DEFAULT YI) 
BY THE fELETYPE DRIVER, IS -1. (SEE TABLE 
ALL I H O  16 I N  INCHES OR INTEGER STEPS (SEE BELOY) ERROR FLAGS, 
DESCRIBED I N  TABLE 2, APPEkR I N  B U F ( l 6 )  ON ERRORS l , 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 , & 7 ,  a RESET <CONHAID 1) SHOULD BE DONE. 
E 
NE 
ED 
A I L  z 
e e 0 8 * Ik * * 
COOPDINLTE SYSTEMS 
LASER STEP ( L S f ) :  <AZrEL,RDN).  31 . L E .  ki! L E  1 0 2 3  7 3 0 t A Z  RESET 
INCREASING A t  HOVES LR: T O  LEFT.  
100 . L E .  EL . L E .  857 r 3 B t E L  RESET 
0 LE.  RDN . L E .  1 0 2 3 .  RDN LINEARLY PROPOOTIONAL 
TO R I N C E .  
I N  FRAHE ALIGNED Y I T H  CURRENT P A t l / T I L T  P O S I T I O N  
l L O N G  PAN & X I S  
INCREASING EL NOVES w a n  (IIIRROR) D O Y H  
ROTf4TED QAN'TILf ( R P T ) .  ( X , Y , t )  I N  INCHES. CENTEPED A T  LRF AND 
XILINE OF S I G H T  OF P / T I  Y &LONG T I L T  A X I S ,  2 
ARM : SfnND6RD ( X ,  Y 0  2 )  HANIPULATOR BASE FRLtlE, I t 1  INCHES 
* * (I * * * * * e 
TCtBLE 1 :  CORHANDS 
(ALL ERROR FLLCS I N  BUFCICS, SEE TABLE 2 )  
LESS 1HAN Z€ROt THE LRF REQUIRES CQLIBRATlON EVERY SO O F T E ? I  THE 
SCALE i l l C T O R  (CONVERTING VOLTAGE T O  RANGE) REHAINS F A I R L Y  
COHSfANf,  BUT THE OFFSET DRIFTS fiS THE INSTRUMENT UARnS UP. 
THUS f H E  SOFTYARE IS EQUIPPED T O  AU lO l l&T ICALLY RECLLIBRATE 
EVERY 300 SECONDS U I T H  AN I N I T I R L  COHNClND OF N s - 3 0 8  OR LESS, 
THE INSTRUWENT U I L L  RECALIeRATE NOU AND THEN E V E R Y  N SECONDS. 
CALI8UATLD I H I T I A L L Y ;  AUTOHATIC R E C I L I B R L T I O N  Y I L L  NOT OCCUR 
ANY OTHER WEGf4TIVE COtlNAND MILL LEAVE THE LRF RECALI6RATINC 
A T  118 DEFAULT INTERYCIL (309 SECONDS) (RECALIBRATION 
U I T H  AN INITILL COMMLND OF - 1 ,  THE INSTRUHENT M I L L  ONLY BE 
C A N  8~ SPECIFICILLY ORDERED UHLN DESI~ED VIA CONHAND 4 ) 
c-1 
0 T H I 8  COHHAND IS REClCCY A SERIES O f  VERY S P E C I F I C  SUBCONIANBS 
tM(AT YELL 8ELDO)I8 I F  EYER* BE USED THEY ARE OFfEREO FOR 
COHPLETENESS. THE sueconnatu IS READ f RON B U f  c 13 ) i  YI TH 
TUE TECETVPE DRIVER, INPUT THE SUBCONHAND as a S E P m a t E  CINE. 
suecom 
0 
1 a 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
T R " I  I cs 
N dUSYi  1 
ER ON; . 
CI READYi 
T I O N  < T O  
TH ( T O  7 3  
aac INPUT 
eacs I 
~ R C  INPUT 
ARCS I 
k R 6  INPUT 
I N  B U F ( 6 )  
ARG INPUT 
I N  6UFC6) 
RUE(P1)  OR f A L S E ( o 6 )  RE 
738 > 
8 )  
N L S T  COORDS. OUTPUT R 
ON SEPARATE L I N E  (TELL: 
N L S T  COORBS OUTPUT R 
FROH SEPARAiE L I N E  OR 
FROM SEPARfiTE L I N E  OR 
ON s E P a R t u E  LINE (TELL 
TURNED I 
TYPE D R I  
DN I N  I R  
TYPE D R I  
BN I N  I R  
B U f ( 5 )  I 
B U F ( 4 )  I 
H euc 
VQR) 
AN6E. 
VER) 
ANG€ 
N LST 
H LST 
OR 
OR 
* 
, 
1 LASER RESET. NO ARGUHENTS. 
2 SLLY TO aZaELaN, INPUT ON SEPARCITE L I N E  C T T Y )  OR FROR BUF<4),  
8UFCS)r 6 U f C 1 3 ) .  MHERE NSNURBER OF READINGS TO BE TAKE# AVERAGE 
RANGE READING ENTERED I N  B U F ( 6 ) .  I F  N>1, SIGHCI**2 ENTEkED I N T O  
BUFC 13). 
3 OPERATES P A N / T I L T  A SUBCORRAND IS ENTERED ON A SEPIRATE L I N E C T T Y )  
OR I N  B U F < 1 3 )  I F  p3, CURRENT P.'T STEPS READ I N T O  B U F ( 1 4 )  ( T I L T )  
CINB BUFClS)  (PAN); I F  =7, ROVES TO P'T STEPS INPUT OH SEPCIRATE 
L I N E  T T Y )  OR I N  B U F ( l Q ) , B U F ( 1 5 )  IN EITHER CASE, L I N E  OF S I G H T  
OF P /T  HEAD RECID INTO B U F < l B ) - B U F ( l E ) :  
4 ' R€CALIBRATES LRF.  
5 CONVERTS FROR ONE COORDINATE S Y S T E N  T O  ANOTHER. SUBCORMAND 
ENTERED ON SEPARATE L I H E  ( T T Y )  OR FROH B U F ( 1 3 ) .  INPUT IS 
ENTERED ON SEPARATE L I N E  O R  FROn BUF LOCFITIONS GIVEN BELOU. 
SUBCORRAND FUNCTION INPUT OUTPUT 
1 LST T O  ec?n BUF { 1 > -BUF t: 3 )  B U F < f > - B U F ( O )  
2 ARtl TO LST BUF t i '> -6UF i 9 )  BUF(1  ) - B U F < 3 )  
3 LST T O  RPT BUF ( 1 > -6UF C 3)  BUF ( 7 )-BUF ( 9  ) 
4 RPT T O  LST BUF ( 7  Z -BUF C 9 )  B U F ( I ) - B U F < 3 )  
5 RPT T O  m n  BUF (7> -BUF ( 9 )  BUF ( 7 ) -6UF C 9 
6 ARV TO RPT BUF(7  > -BUF ( 9 )  BUF ( 7 > -8UF C 9 > 
7 
6 SCANS LINE,  UP T O  288 POINTS, PUTTING RESULTS INTO IRANGECIN 
NARED CORMON BLOCK LRFDTA).  A SUBCOVNAND IS ENTERED I N  B U F ( 1 3 )  
OR ON CI SEPCIRCITE L I N E  C T T Y ) ;  I F  = I ,  INPUTS ARE I N  L S T i  I F  '32 OR 4, 
INPUTS ARE I N  ARRi I F  =3. IHPUTS A R E  I N  RPT COORDINATES. 
( I F  4 ,  MOVES P A N / T I L T  TO H IDPOINT OF L I N E  BEFORE STARING SCAN.) 
THEHI ON ANOTHER L I N E  ( T T Y ) ,  OR I N  B U F f l ) - B U F ( 6 )  (IC LST) ,  
OR I N  B U F < ? > - B U F < l Z )  ( I F  ARH OR RPT), THE SCAN BOUNDARIES ARC 
ENTER€D THE F I R S T  THREE HUHBERS G I V E  THE COORDINATES OF THE 
UP T O  THE F t R S T  288 POINTS OF THE L I N E  MILL BE SCANNED. THQ 
NUHBER OF POINTS SCANNED IS RETURNED I N  B U F ( 1 4 )  I F  2Q@ POINTS 
ARE SCANNED, TH€N THE BEGINNING AND END OF TdE REST OF THE L I N E  
A R E  RETURNED I N  B U F ( l ) - B U F ( 6 ) :  REPEATING T H I S  CORRAND Y I T H  
ARRAY IRANGE < I N  THE NAHED CORHON BLOCK LRFDTk)  CONTAINS ON 
IRANGE IS OUTPUT ON LUS. A ONE-POINT L I N E  M I L L  BE SCANNLD. 
FIRST ENDPOINT, THE SECONL) THREE THOSE OF THE OTHER ENDPOINT. 
SueconnaWb ( B U F ( I ~ ) )  = I MILL FINISH THE SCC~N THE 280 x s 
RETURN, IN EACH ROU, THE USER STEPS ( a t , E L )  A N D  THE SCANNED 
( X t Y i Z )  P O S I T I O N  I N  ARN COORDINATES. Y I T H  THE TTY DRIVER, 
TELETYPE DRIVER ONLY. R A R T E K  RUST BE ON; I N T E N S I T Y ~ E L E V A T I O N .  
SCANS A RECTANGULAR REGION, LOOKING FOR THE TALLEST OBJECT I T  CAN 
S P E C t F I E S  INPUT COORDINATES. l r L S T ,  P=ARW. 3=RPT THEM. I N  
F I N O  THE SUBCONHAND, ENTERED ON A SEPARfiTE L I N E  OR I N  BUF( l ; ) ,  
f(i)-eUF< 
E L a s t  SI 
E ALSO sc X THE F I R  
I H E  OBJL 
TH THE I T  
HERUISEI 
.. 
1 2 )  
X I  
S T  
ANN 
8 UF 
C f '  
Y O  
THE 
T L  
D 1 A  
o eJ 
6 )  
T S  
E R S  
F O U R - C O  
I N €  SCAN 
TE L I N E S  
E C l  IS F 
CONTA I N  
OR I ENTAT 
ARE UR1 
8 E  
'E 8 
C-2 
0 
9 
0 
I 
t 
3 
I 
5 
6 
? 
8 
3 
11 
12 1s 
16 
22 
23 
0 4  
l e  
T E L E T Y P l  DRIVER ONLY CAW ALSO BE CALLED SEPARATELY AS SCANVJ 
ONLY 8CANY8 RPOtNT, LRESET, AND LRFD NEEDED. 
VEHICLE NOTtOH SCAN. SETS UP LASER SCAN OF AUEA 10 FEET I N  FRONT 
OF VEHICLE ( i o  FROH LRF), FROM x-se TO x=20 AND BACK, LOOKING 
FOR VEHICLE 08STACLES THE F I R S T  INPUT, ON A SEPARATE L I N E  OR I N  
bUF(13)r IS A SUOCOllNkND SPECIFYING YHAT IS TO BE DONE. -10 
PREPARES FOR SCAN BY ROVING THE LASER AND P A N / T I L T  T O  kPPROPUIATE 
ST(lrJ1 P O S I T I O N S i  0 S T l R T S  THE SCAN AND RETURNS TO THE CALL ING 
PROCRAMI +10 PROCESSES THE SCAN DATA ON OUTPUTI B U F ( 1 4 )  PROVIDES 
STATUS ClO=STILL SCANNING, 9=PROCESSING F I N I S H E D )  BUF( 16) contntns THE USUAL ERROR n E s s a c E s .  BUT e u F ( i s )  CONTAINS THE YORD 
WUlllER OF IRAWGE W E R E  THE ERROR OCCURED. IRf iNGE CONTAINS 
I N D I C A T E S  THE PRESENCE(1) OR ABSENCE(B> OF AN OBJECT. I f  AN 
THE RANGE D A T A  I f  THE PROCESSING F I N I S H E S  YITHOUT ERROR, B U f ( 1 5 )  
OBJECT I S  fOUND, I T S  LST COOR.DINATES I R E  GIVEN I N  B U F ( l ) - B U F ( 3 ) .  
STOPS PROGRCIH AFTER CLOSING LRF HIRROR. 
* * * b * c * * t 
T I B L E  2: ERROR CODE 
( I N  BUF116)2  
OK 
A2 LOYER L I N I T  VIOLATED 
A2 UPPER L I N I t  Y I O L I T E D  
R D W O  (POYER SUPPLY OFF0 MEININCLESS RfiNCE REf iDINC) 
EL LOYER L I M I T  VIOLATED 
E L  S K I P  STEP 
POINT SUBROUTINE ERRQR (PANf lT ILT5  
L R F  NkY NOT BE ' Y a R R '  YET0 S I C M A t * 2 > 1  
UNSPECIF IED PROBLEH I N  LRF--NOT C E T T I I I C  AS R I N Y  REID INCS I S  
COMNANDED Ott SLEY 
CLOCK OFF 
T O O  F A R  FOR G O O D  D f l T f i  
COHHAND ERROR 
SCAN INPUT ERROR 
I N  CONVERSIONI RESULTING f4Z STEP UOULD V I O L k T E  L I t l I T  
I N  CONVERSION, RESULTING E L  STEP YOULD \ ' IOLkTE L I M I T  
I N  CONVERSOON, RESULTIblG RIMCE NUtlBER UOULD VIOLATE L I t l I T  
a t  SKIP STEP 
EL UPPER L x n I i  VIOLATED 
SFC-16 ONLY 
F I N D S  ROCK0 ST ICKS INTO NEST O N  LkSEO DISK 
C C = N S .  LRF2 
t 
* * I: * 
HARDYARE/ELECTRON ICs SETT INCS 
'GAINm- -SET TO 3 
'UT REJECT'--SET T O  1 
'RANGE'--SET T O  90  (IF D I S T f l N C E S  O Y E R  20  FEET ARE T O  BE HEQSURED I N D  
NEAR OBJECTS QRE NOT OF INTEREST, C I N  SET T O  238 I F  RECALIBRRTE. 
c * * * c 
E ND 
c-3 
33-809 
APPENDIX D 
LRF SOFTWARE FLOWCHARTS 
I 
CALIBRATE AND 
INITIALIZE 
(LRN-1) I 
EXECUTE 
COkMAND 
DJWCOMMAND) I 
WRITE BUF 0 
DO SCAN FOR 
OBSTACLES 
a 
PUT ARCS INTO 
LST (CONVRT) VEHICLE 
(SCANV) 
D - 1  
13- 609 
INDICATOR 
INITIALIZE 
A, 6, IRANCE 
I 
CAI IBRATE 
RESET LRF 
(LRESET!. SET 
FLAG VALUE 
B U F 1 6  TO ERROR 
P!,.OCES SCOM 
PROCFYS 
RUFl 6c15 
I 
D-2 
1, 2. 3 6, 7, 8 ,  9 
Do RESET 
ELECTRONICS [LRFD ‘8, 011 
SET N * TARGET 
Do TEST 
[LRFD(SUB+3,0) I 
BUFl 3+RESULT 
I 
r - 0  W IT OK? 
ELSE 
PROCESS 
SET P;T16 
TO ERROR 
IKDICATOR 
I 
7 ( ENE ) 
D- 3 
33-809 
I 
SET BUFI6 
TO ERROR 
INDICATOR 
1-7 
I 
BUF16+8 I  I 
TRANSFORMING 
D-4 
CLOSE 
MIRROR 
(LRFD) 
2 4 
AIM PIT TU 
YID POINT OF 
LINE 
(UNPNT) 
TRANSFORM ARM 
TO LST 
(CONVRT) 
I 
BUF16*15 
b 
TRANSFORM RPT 
(CONVRT) c 
d 
SCAN LINE 
(SCANL) 
ILSE 
(-) 
D-5 
33-809 
3 
D-6 
33-809 
RESET 
ELEVATION 
In1 
CALL LRFD (1.J) 
1 
RESET 
CALL (1.J) 
D-7 
I 
READING V I A  
EL SLEW TO 
ARC2 (LRFD) 
I 
ARC 4.- RANGE 
ARG3-STATUS 
ARC-%+ AVERAGE 
RANGE 
A R G h  
D-8 
N 
RETRIEVE 
ENCODER 
READINGS 
U - LINE OF 
SIGHT 
W - LINE OF I S I r n  
c 
V(ARN) TO 
RPT(W) VIA T 
I I 
 
TRANSFORM 
V(RPT) TO 
ARM(W) VIA T 
HOTIOH 0p.s 
ZERO FLAG 
HM'E PIT To 
CALCULATE AND 
SAVE T MATRIX 1 SAVE :---- 
, E?!CODERS 
U = LINE OF 
SET FLAG 
RETRIEVE 
ENCODER 
READIN I 
D-9 
AS IF 2m IF FIRST TIME) 
ITIHE = 32767 
I 
300 - 2 
ITIME = ARG 
FIRST 
I 
ARG = 0 
CALIBRATE 
CALIBRATE AS 
NECESSARY 
ELSE 
D-10 
CALIBRATE 9 
RESET CALCULATE 
ELECTRONICS ELAPSED 
(1JIpD) TINE ( IET)  
RESET LRP 
lLBEsET) 
IFLAC - 1 
ELAPSED TIME 
- 0  
REINIT BASE 
TIME, SAWE 
OLD P/T, MOVE 
F/T (WOINT) 
ARG - 11 
TAKE 50 RANGE 
READINGS AT 
EACHCALPT 
SET ARC - 
ERROR FtAG 
CAJX A, B 
RESTORE P/T 
RESET LRP 
fLRESET) 
(1-7, 9) (RPOINT) 
I 
D-11 
VcGl 
1 a 
I 
5 2,  6 
CONVERT 
ARM (V) TO 
RPT (W 
(RPOINT) 
L- 
I 
v+w 
I 
4 
CONVERT 
RPT (V) TO 
LST (IV) 
ERROR 
INDICATION 
(-) 
D-12 
33-809 
I 
N P - f  
POINTS TO BE 
SCANNED 
NP - 200 
CALC SLOPE, 
INTERCEPT 
I N I T I A L  POINT 
(IAZ, IEL)+ 
SCAN (IS, 
(SLPNT) 
IEL) 5 TIMES 
(CONVRT) 
PICK NEXT 
4 NP POINTS 
BUF (16) + 
ERROR 
INDICATION 
I 
I 
(BUF(1). 
BUF (2 )  ) 
,-NEXT POINT 4 I 
D-13 
33-809 
8 - TAN(X2/X1) 
8 + 3 4  
0 = TAN 
I 
+ n/2 
D-14 
, 
SET BUF FOR 
FIRST LINE 
1 
D- 15 
SET UP B b F  
FOR NEXT LINE 
1 
FINDROCK 
FIND ROCK 
1 J 
FINDROCK ir> 
SCAN 15 X 15 
ELEMENi BUF15 + 0 
REGION AROUND 
ORIENTATIOY 7 
RUF+X,Y,Z,a a 
I 
RIJF + 1 15 
D-16 
J 
('HANGE BUFl 6+ERROR 
IRA'XE(1)  
UNCE NC'PIBER I 
INDI CAT3R 
INCRE?fE!JT i 
RESET LRF 
INITIAL Ai! 
I 
